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Absiract: Parallel and fan shaped beam are two common projections that had been used widely in 
optical tomography system. These projections never have been merged before in the process of 
tomography area. In this paper, some enhancement has been made by combining these two modalities 
in order to solve the ambiguity that arises in the parallel beam projection. Copyright O 2012 IFS.4. 
Reywords: F%Slel beam, Fan beam, Optical-tomography. 
1. Introduction 
The general principle of optical tomography is a set of light sources and the photo detectors are used in 
attaining the parallel views of the pipeline. This type of tomography is popular for medical and process 
tomography. Recent researches focused more on medical side rather than the process. This is proved 
by a lot of journal's publication kom year 2005 until 2010 that are mainly discussing about medical 
tomography. There are two types of tomography: "hard field" and "soft field". Optical tomography i s  a 
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Fig. 11. Tornogram image for multi model using: (a) parallel beam; (b) fan beam; 
(c) combination of parallel and fan beam. 
Fig. 12 shows the coordinate in a unit pixel to calculate the diameter of the sphere. For the big object 
the coordinate at the left side of the image is 42 and for the right side are 51 as  in Fig. 12 (a). The 
differences are nine units. The diameter of the sphere image is 14.04 mm (9 multiply with 1.56 mm). 
The real diameter is 16 mm; therefore the image error is about 12 % while for the small image the 
error in the image is around 16 %by referring the coordinate in Fig. 12 @). 
(a) 
@) 
Fig. 12. Coordinate ofthe object (a) Bigger object; @) Small object. 

